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Another beautiful building with elevators furnished and
installed by Southern Elevator Compan!: J. Murrey Atkins
Library Addition for the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte. Two elevators were required in 1l-story high
rise book tower and one elevator in office and study room
building shown at right rear.
We are happy to be a part of the continued growth of the
Greater University of North Carolina.
Architect: J. N. Pease Associates o Architects Engineers Planners
General Contractor: F. N. Thompson, Inc'
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PRESS RELATIONS
An address to the Raleigh Section NCAIA by Claude Siffon,
Editor The News & Observer

William Bernbach - Puts it this waY:
"What I think is required is as simple
as this: telling the truth about prod-

ucts, and products that are worth
telling the truth about." The word

to have this opportunity to

products, of course, covers Profes-

discuss with you our mutual concern
better informed Public. I have
-a
some brief remarks. Later, I hoPe

It seems that we of the Establishment have oversold and over-

I am glad

you'll have some questions, tough
questions. NewsPaPers are quasi-

public institutions. Thus, they are or
should be responsive to public needs
and desires. You r q uestions, on what-

ever subject, can helP me to see
where those of us at The News and
Observer are falling short in meeting

sional services.

promoted. ("RalPh Nader would be
nowhere if automobiles were safe
at any speed.") In short it's not college professors, or hiPPies or the

weathermen who're u nderm in ing

the faith of Americans in technology
and progress. OnlY the Establishment can destroY that faith.

those needs.
Some time ago a Young Politician
was making his rounds over in the
mountains. He came uPon an old

lady rocking on the porch of her cabin
back up in a cove. TheY talked for
awhile and finally he asked her age.
She told him and the Politician exclaimed: "WhY, Ma'am, You must
have seen HaleY's Comet." The old
lady studied him for a minute and replied: "WhY, Y€s, Young man, I did.
But only from a distance."

What I know about architecture and
public relations has been picked-up
irom a distance - as an outsider. But
if my role here today is that of an out-

sider, mY interest in Your work

is

more than a casual one. For in a very
real sense newspapermen and architects serve the same master. That
master is the public. The newspaperman's Public is made uP of readers'
Your public includes all of those who
inhabit the buildings You design
all of those who buy your services ' ' '
all of those who have a voice
through government - in your regulation. AnO who's not regulated today
in one way or another?

The public, our master, is restless'
Never before in American historY
has man been so at odds with the

organization. This is an age of division some say revolution. Church,
state, university, commerce, industry
and the Professions - all of the organizations that make up the Estab-

iishment - all are under attack' And
at the heart of all the controversy lies
the issue best described by that cliche
credibility gap. Organizations
-the
or so say the dissidents - are no

-longer believable.
The answer to this

comPlaint, it

truth. Don't Promise
what you can't deliver. The head of a

seems to me, is

B
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What are the tools of that destruction? False information, of course,

is one. Misleading information is
another. (We all know that you don't
have to lie in order not to tell the
truth.) A third and PerhaPs the

chief offender - is no information at
all. By this I mean the failure to explain what your profession is doing
not doing and why. Our
-or
master, the public, frequently fails

does it change their lives? The third

characteristic is interest. ls it new?
ls it different? Can people relate to
it?

Why are these characteristics of

news
interest

timeliness, imPortance and
significant for architects?

They're- significant because theY
determine what your profession can
get into the newspapers. These three
factors control selection. They dictate
what stories reporters and editors
choose to cover. They limit what part
of that coverage gets into print. Don't

ignore them. There are some other

"don'ts."
You have a story you consider favorable to your f irm or to your profession.
You urge a rePorter or editor to get
it into the paper. Then comes the
next day. A develoPment arises involving you or other architects that
you consider less than favorable. A
reporter calls you for information,
comment or background. You evade
his questions or refuse outright to
help. Don't do it.
A reporter asks you about a situation
with which you're not very familiar.

to say.

You try to bluff Your way through.
Don't do it. Don't hesitate to say:
"l don't know, but l'll try to find out."

Public mistrust, then, is a Probleffi, o

A reporter asks for an interview with

understand what's taking Place
simply because no one has bothered

to

very serious Problem, for all of us
who serve the public. But isn't it also
an opportunitY? Six hundred Years
before the birth of Christ, the Poet
Alcaeus looked around him for the
key to the success of the Greek citY

the head of your firm or your profes-

"not houses f inely roofed or the stones
of walls well-builded, odY, nor canals
and dockYards, make the citY, but

may contribute to confusion, misunderstanding and bad rePorting.

states. This was his conclusion:

men able to use their opportunity'"

to use their oPportunitY." That's what we must
have to make the Establishment

Yes, "men able

believable, credible, again.

To take advantage of that opportunity,

we must have cooperation between
the press and other institutions of
the Establishment. We dePend on
you. And You on us. Let me make a
iew suggestions that may helP You
to do a better iob in explaining your
profession to our common master,
the public.
The press and its particular public its readers - are interested in news'
And news has three basic characteristics. One is timeliness. ls it something that concerns PeoPle tod aY?
The second is imPortance' How
many PeoPle will it affect? How

sional organization. For one reason
or another, you're opposed and try to
block him. Don't do

it. Such

off icials

are responsible men, or should be.

Most can take care

of

themselves.

lf you shield them f rom the press, you

A reporter digs up an exclusive story.
You find out about it and, for reasons
of your own, Pass the word to his
competitors. One, You've made an
enemy. Two, You've been unethical.

Don't do it.
Now, let's go into some of the things
you can do to helP rePorters get the
architect's message across to the
public. When that message is legitimate news, of course.

You start with much in Your favor'

Our societY has been swePt uP in a
breathtaking burst of change and in-

novation. Thousands of years passed
between the invention of the wheel

and that of the automobile. Yet, in
the span of a single lifetilrle, man

has made the fantastic leap from the
auto to spaceships capable of carry-

(Continued on Page 35)
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One of the critical roles facing the changing architecturaf profession is the assumption of an appropriate communications methodology in urban design problems. As long as the architect has to
work within the limits of a small site on a single building and for
a single client, then traditional methods of communication may
suffice, although there is a major movement occurring at the
moment which may revolutionize the entire production of contract documents. Nevertheless, the mechanization of the production of drawings, or the use of traditional graphic techniques do
not present much of a problem as far as vocabulary is concerned,
since the symbolic and representational aspects of architectural
graphic communication have been worked out a long time ago in
the form of graphic conventions, symbols, and standards. This
cannot be said to be true for urban design. The complexity and
uniqueness of most large scale design problems has effectivefy
militated against conventionalization of graphic communications,
and except for fand use and activity standards, the design profession is forced to improvise for each situation.
Setting aside the question of whether or not a basic graphic language is possible
and the author does believe that such a language is possible,-but not available the first step towards the
creation of a universal communications methodology is to examine the design process as a whole and to extract or identify
those special aspects of the process where graphic communication is relevant. A glance at any of the major urban design studies
produced in the last 10 years wifl show that as much graphic
space is spent on the explanation of the design process as on the
description of urban spaces thus created. This arises out of the
essential difference between urban design and architecture: f n
urban design the client is usually a large body of people, often
representing many separate interests, whose contemplated
design actions may take place over a long span of time, with
farge and often incremental expenditures, and in such a way
that future decisions may not be based on the assumptions made
at the beginning of the buifding process. With minor exceptions,
architecture is quite different since the entire project is usually
conceived within a f inite time period, for a specified budget, and
in coordination with a client whose interests are not expected to
change over the life of the building process. In summary, the
factors of tiffie, scale and complexity, as well as the diversity of
interests being served, seems to express the difference between
the two branches of design. Obviously, these differences are not
hard and fast: A building may just as easily express urban design
as an urban space may express architecture. But the differences
arising out of the client group and the duratioh, magnitude and
complexity of the projects do give rise to a need for communication techniques which refrect these differences.

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
IN URBAN DESIGN

'l

INTERRELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN

DESIGN PROCESS
AND GRAPHICS

While there may be some differences of opinion as to the ordering
and the importance attached to various steps in the urban design

problem solving process, there are nevertheless seven definable

stages and eleven steps, ?s shown in the diagram on the opposite
page. problem definitioh, stage 1, involves the general identifica-

tion of the problem area and a preliminary attempt to resolve it, a
phenomenon often referred to as "pre-conception". This enables
ine designer to proceed to stage 2 and gather the data that he
needs in order to set realistic dimensions for his design program
(an enormous amount of energy is currently wasted in urban
planning by random data collection. Information without purpose
and structure may be worse than none at all!). Stage 3 involves
the development of a program based upon the formulation of
goals, objectives and developmental strategies. Preliminary
sof utions are generated in stag e 4, and from this set of alternatives
an evaluation is made in stage 5. At this point the solutions may
not adequately meet the evaluation crite ria, and a feedback process
may result in the alteration of objectives and strategies as stated
in itage 3. Assuming that a viable design solution is produced,
then definitive physical design occurs in stage 6, and programs
for implementation in stage 7.
Not all of these stages require graphic illustration. Goals and objectives, for example, may be more easily stated in terms of verbal
ianguage and mathematical symbols. Nevertheless, there are
graphic design provides
f ive occasions in the design process where
a valuable means for expressing the final solution to the observer:
Development of program parameters; explanation of developmental processes; Oeiign of a program that is, the designer's
own conceptual structure with added dimensions and preliminary
solutions; specification of design controls; and creation of final
design concepts. The author's experience in urban design during
the previous decade has led him to believe that each of these five
areas has its own special set of requirements, and that each are
germane to the communication of an urban design solution.
Twenty eight drawings of typical communications aspects of
urban design are illusirated on the following pages as examples
of unique methods of conveying multidimensional phenomena on
two-dimensional surf aces. There may actually be more than
vocabtwenty eight unique graphic situations in an urban design
represent
examples
ulary, although one can be sure that these
the most frequently observed graphic phenomena. Each example
must be treated as a kind of "Super Graphic Standards", and read
by
as if another layer of symbolic communication - as expressed
of
stage
first
the
break
to
the numerous legendi is needed
graphic
simpler
and
universal
more
classification down into
symbols.
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ONCEPTUTT:
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INVENTORIES
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DEFINE
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FORMI.'IAE
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STRATEGIES

GENERATE
ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTIONS
EVALUATE

ALTERNATIVE

PRELIMINARY

AND DETAILE

DESIGN

program parameters 1
devefopment processes 2
program design 3
design controls 4
design concepts 5

1
PR OGRAM PARAMETERS

physiographlc parameters. Frequently overlooked, the natural form and structure of urban sites is a very strong determinant of view'
informaorilntation, drainage, bearing capacity (and therefore distribution of structures), and micro climate. This drawing combines
very sensitive manner
tion about contour; slope and drainage in relation to key community facilities on an urban site and conveys in a
next six illustrations
those parts of the site which are strongly influenced by the natural landscape. Compare this drawing with the
and note the incidence of major facilities falling on the flat north/south axis.
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PROGRAM PARAMETE RS

Communlly parameters. In any given design situation some elements are less susceptible to change than others. Community values
are such that churches, cemeteries, schools, monuments and historic sites have an intrinsic worth. By plotting facilities of this kind
the designer is able to visualize and to communicate those elements which are the most highly valued and therefore the least likely
to change. Some urban designers refer to this phenomenon as the "hard" and "soft" characteristics of the existing urban fabric, hard
meaning valuable and therefore most permanent, and soft meaning not valuable and theretore least permanent.
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PR OGRAM PARAMETERS

Populallon parameters. In the strictest sense, parameters are constants, and the set of parameters required for program Qevelopment
constitute the background data used in putting dimensions on a design problem. Populations are never constant, except for inf initely
small periods of time, and almost all population maps are obsolete before they reach the press. This drawing indicates part of the
problem in attempting to plot population characteristics. One either specifies specific numerical values or irregular areas, or one utilizes a uniform value system. This person has chosen the former method, leaving the observer the task of working out his own densities. Such a method of representation resolves the problem of quantitative programming but ignores the opportunity for instant visual
recognition. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages.
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PROGRAM PARAMETE RS

struclulal parametels-hou3lng. As an alternative to the population characteristics shown opposite, the
structural condition of housing
is drawn here utilizing the uniform value system. Note, however, that while it might
be moie visually appropriate, it is stiil difficutt to
infer quantitative information. The only type of system for utilizing quantitative information
and reiresenting it accurately in visuql
terms is that which reduces all information to a regular and repetitive areal conf iguration,
as shown in the inset. Many persons have
experimented with the visual representation of census data, but they have few successes.
Some form of graphically symbolic and
literal compromise seems to be in order.
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PROGRAM PARAMETERS

while complex, does not involve an elaborate graphic symstructural palamete6-moyemenl. The description of movement systems,
to arrows indicating direction' one or two way
Philadelphia
in
flows
movement
bolism. Louis Kahn,s classic reduction of automobile
reductions of movement system characteristics to graphic
flows, and traffic volume, still remains one of the clearest and simplest
but it also handles street hierarchy and railroad
masterpiece,
Kahn's
than
detailed
more
representation. This drawing is considerably
be those that separate enclosed volumes
would
phenomena
rights-of-way. perhaps tne i-deal kind of graphic symbols for structural
topology of urban form'
the
complete
describe
plus
other
the
one
the
that
from interstitial urban spaces in such a way
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Aeslhetlc parameterB. Kevin Lynch was one of the first urban designers to show that the aesthetic parameters of city landscapes can
be mapped. His graphic symbolism does require some form of interpretation through the use of a legend, but the most physically
"imageable" areas or points in a city immediately stand out in a quick skimming of an area mapped according to Lynchis fishion.
This drawing indicates the five major components of Lynch's graphic representation of urban imageability: Edgis, paths, nodes, districts, and landmarks, of both major and minor character. By keeping districts and urban edges as areal graphics, Lynch is successfully
able to introduce three more symbols-paths, nodes, and landmarks. The upper limits of graphic symbols on any one map is usually
considered to be three.
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growth and
Evolulonary parameten. By previous definition, "evolutionary parameters" is a contradiction in terms; graphics describing
information for
change orgtri to be referred to as variables. Nevertheless, our approach to urban design requires that we "lreeze" all
Therefore, a
the purposi of making useful statements about the future based on a current understanding ol past incremental changes.
this function.
drawing should indicate anticipated growth or trends - as opposed to incremental changes in the pasi - if it is to fulfill
can be
This drawing describes the growth piessur" points in an urban area in a sufficiently fluid manner so that a variety of decisions
made which do not overlook such changes.
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Parameler manlpulatlon by electronlc computer. A very large proportion of the previous
material may be stored in the memory files
of an electronic computer and recalled for purposes of map-661;6g. These two computer
drawings illustrate two ways in which the
Urban and Regional Data Bank operates. The large one, showing iccessibility to the
central busiiess district of Raleigh, is a digital
printout of information mapped on a grid cell system. The inset iJan isometric plot
of land values for the same city. The original accessibility map measures 40" x 40" and would take a skilled draftsman 3 to s days to draw.
The digited printout, handsome in its own
way' required only one minute of computer time, or approximately seven dollars'
worth of electro-nic laborl
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DEV ELOPMENT PROCESSES

selection process. such processes are difficult
slte cleclon procesler. Nearly all types of urban design deal with some form of site
in current use. The flow diagram, shown
graphic
techniques
well-known
to visualize, demonstrate and draw, although there are i few
to select sites, as well as the relationships between site
below, is useful for conveying the quantities and types of information required
for the area under examination' Administrators and
physicai
feeling
of
the
way
in
selection parameters, out it o-oes not convey .rcr,
graphics for
to g*;, wirite arcnitects iend to utilize more visual and less literal
non-designers find llow charts such as this one
""av
the
designer'
problem
as
is
graphic
part
the
of
such proiesses. Nevertheless, the client is as much
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DEVELOPMENT PROCES sEs

Resldentlal slte selectlon. Another way of showing the type of process illustrated on the other page is to make a series of sequential
drawings related to the site. Through a process known as "sieve-mapping" one can subtract all of land judged suitable for development
(maps 2 to 6), on the basis of a model (map 1), from the total amount of unurbanized land (map 7) and yield a picture showing sites most
suitable for residential use (map 8). Several series of such maps can be used to show the differences between various kinds of trade.
offs utilized in the model, none of which can be demonstrated graphically using a single series.
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DES IGN CONTROLS

of an urban design study' the decontlol3 and crlleda for urban deslgn. while control systems may be the last step in the execution
off the board. Design guideto think about them at the same timl tn"t ni. preliminary design solutions are coming
signer should begin
planning and physical design, but also yield delines, such as those shown below, not only ensure some reasonable standards ol site
most of the attempts to guide physical
America,
for
sign criteria which shape the designer's own conceptual thinking. Unfortunately
of large projects' The field
implementation
long-term
the
into
fitted
noi
are
systems
control
development break down becauselesign
justice
space.
small
in
this
graphic
of design controls is very complex, and it is not possible to do it
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DESIGN CONCEPTS

Prellmlnary deslgn: Deelgn by lmage. Urban design, as so many current texts will reveal,
is not a rigorous and well-defined design
discipline' Thus conceptualization, or the act of designing, has i tendency to vary a great deal among
designers and their projects.
This approach, entitled "enhancement of image" is an extension of the urban mapping
technique described under ,,aesthetic parameters'" The designer quite literally wants to reinforce those aspects of the city which
create its urban identity. From this two dimensional approach he can begin to build a spatial frame of reference based on
the character of the existing area.
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DESIGN CONCEPTS

prellmlnary deslgn: Deslgn by plan, crlterla, strategy and sketch. Some or all of these methods might be utilized by a designer, and
renewal plans inall are valid. The ideat community approach (uppeiieft) is utilized a great deal to get new towns and neighborhood
is very large and takes place over
to the concept stage, and this is often supported by specif ic criteria (upper right). lf the development
three-dimensional approach
a long period of time, a design strategy may be employed (lower lefi)- Finally, the designer may take the
latter way of looking at urban landas a first step if he thinks th;t the context of the probiem warrants a direct design solution. This
supply the designer with the
scapes often succeeds where the others fail, since no amount of data collection and rigorous design can
insight he needs for his synthesis.
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DESIGN CONCEPTS

Final design: Deslgn by prototype. Having guided the development process and established
design criteria, the designer might justifiably let the builder take over on the basis of a prototype design. This is certainly a sophisticated
way of designing since it permits
several degrees of freedom within a controlling framework. Such an approach works best
of all where the problem is typical (such
as the suburban development situation shown below) and where the physical structures
are repetitive. This drawing very clearly
demonstrates what a series of suburban development layouts might look like in prototype
design solution.
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plan is only one of many
Flnal design: The physical development plan. Often overemphasized in the past, the physical development
professionals think of as an
design
the
most
of
what
of
example
a
classic
here
is
process.
illustrated
The
one
aspects of the design
properly dominant in the urban landscape' In
urban design concept: targe scale architecture, heroically conceived and complete, and
order. Yet the urban designer
approach
this
here
shown
government
center
the
of
particularly
case
in
the
some cases
- components isofincities.
Urban design is, after all'
pervasive
generally
must also grapple with the small scale, the ubiquitous, and the
the design of cities.
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Inside Front, and Rear Cover: This
rawing is an u rban desig n concept
plan for a neighborhood renewal area
d

jectives and criter,ia stated by citizen's

groups, and then translated into

a

:::'''::::':':'::::::(j:$i.'ncid'bwith.t.f.b..''prans'.::'.i.6.f'*''......p.:$||.|||d

agency' ahd a e,Uasl:pUbliC institution.

This drawing, is ,particularlyl exceptional in its abillity_ 10 convey form and

All graphic examples shown in this

publication are derived from studies
dealing with'the growth and development of Raleigh, North Carolina. Most
of the drawings have originated in
S-tudi6s 'as an o-utcome o-f specific,
urban design ,,problems given by ih;
author to Fitth Year Architecture
classes between 196g and 1921.

Credits: Text, layout and design by the
author, Peter Batchelor. Graphic examples taken from the projects of the
author, and from the theses of LYn E'
Adams (1970), James E. Bruce (1970)'
Richard W. Roberts (1970), Robert G'
Steele (1969), and Warren R' Wilson
(1970). Computer graphics f rom the
work of JerrY Childers, Dominic
Ciancitto, Ellis Hammond and Bruce
Schafer (Provided bY the Urban and
Regional Data Bank, (1971).

printed in the North carolina Architect, July-August 1971 issue, and pub-

lished by the North carolina chapter
of the American Institute of Architects,
115 \,V. Morgan Street, Raleigh, N' C'
2760L CoPies of the article may be
purchased from the School of Design
at 50 cents each. Address correspondence to Peter Batchelor, Director of
Urban Design, School of Design'
North carolina state university,
Raleigh, N. C. 27607-
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alsodesigneda new tile
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nh-so.
On paper, bamboo has all the
elements of good design ; clenh,
graceful lines, simplicity, and nat-

For more information
write for a free brochure.
For a sample kit, including
bambooand canetiles,
send $1.00 to Mid-StateTile Compahy,

PostOfficeBox627,

Lexingtoh, North Carolina 27292.

ural beauty.
So we tried it. Andon tile,
as you can see, it looks just great.
And this isn't the only bamboo pattern
we have, either. We also have a new
leaf design tobe used withbamboo.
Together, theymake any wall, or
anyroom, exciting, warm, alive.
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THE BUILDER WHO'S WISE ALWAYS

PRESS RELATIONS
(Continued from page

SPECIFIES

B)

ing him to the moon and back. We
are rushing headlong into the future.
And the results can be fatal at times
as the unfortunate accident involving

the Russian cosmonauts proves.

Whatever the outcome of our adventure, architecture is certainly in the
forefront of this spiral of change.
Modularism is one example of the
pioneering you're engaged in. No
one could question that your story is
timely, important and interesting.

ilG

Now, what are steps you can take
to get that story into the newspapers
and thus to the public?
Start off by establishing a feeling of

mutual trust with the reporters with
whom you work. Reporters, by the
way, are like Heinz food products
used to be. They come in 57 varieties,
maybe more. Most are good. A few
are bad. Some are just indifferent.

But don't try to deceive them. lt

doesn't pay.

In passing along information, be
specific. There's no substitute for
facts and figures in describing a sit-

uation. Generalities not only don't
tell the story, they confuse and mislead. Consider yourself a guide and a

teacher. This can be your most valuable role in working with the press.

Help the reporter learn what
needs to know.

he

In tef ling your story, why be solemn
and pretentious? Let us have the

facts with the bark off. Give your
explanation in plain English.

Candor is important, too. Don't hide
the facts from the press intentionally.
Sooner or later you'll get caught. The
inevitable result is a loss of credibility.

lf you're involved in a bad situation,
it's in your favor to be the first to

admit it. Explain how it got that way.
Tell what's being done to remedy it.
Then fasten your seat belt and pray.

up. Don't hesitate to let a reporter know when you feel that a

Speak

story lacks accu racy or balance. Most
reporters do their best. They want to
be read. They want to be trusted by

their readers and by their

news

sources. Their reputations are among
possessions.

their most treasured

But reporters are, after all, human and

fallible. They make mistakes. But

they should be eager to correct those
they make and to avoid simifar ones

(Continued on next page)

FOR INDUSTRIAL, INSTITUTIONAL, RESIDENTIAL

-THERE'S A "BIG

S" BRICK FOR THE JOB

For half a century it has been a good name to build on
SANFORD
BRICK AND TILE COMPANY, now one of the nation's -leading brick
producers.
Solid experience is just one of many good reasons why architects,
contractors and other building specialists know they can d.epend
on
the "Big S" line.
Providing a choice from among more than 22d colors, textures, sizes
and fi'nishes, genuine Sanford Brick is unsurpassed for beauty and.
versatility. The range of selection includes such long time, all time
favorites as Sanford Smooth Red plus numerous timely developments
that make builders' eyes sparkle!
This beauty is more than skin deep quality control from clay
to
- by inaependent laboratory
completion results in superiority strown
analyses.

Whatever type of construction you are plannirg, you'll find important advantages in specifying genuine -SaNFORD brick, from
the
Sanford Brick and Tile Company
the North Carolina brick corrr- Check the "Big S" line
pany with the international reputation.
before
you start your next building project.

SANr'ORD
,N IHE

HEART OF

BR,ICK and TfLE CO.
THE

NAI'ON'S NO.

SANFC)RD, N. C.
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HISTORIC BUILDING

PRESS RELATIONS (Continued)
in the future. lf they're not, their
editors are. Call them if necessary.
The same holds true for the editorial

PRESERVATION AND
RESTORATION AWARDS GIVEN

page. Call up the editor, the associate
editor or the editorial writer. Perhaps
you can persuade him to change his

mind. At the very least, he'll have
your call in mind when he sits down
the next time to write an editorial involving your firm or profession.
We at The News and Observer are
interested in arch itects and arch itecture. When we Pass a hole in the
ground, we want to find out what's
going in it. Jane Hall, our staff expert in this f ield, tells me that we give

The North Carolina Chapter, The Ameri-

can Institute of Arch itects, has announced
awards for two structures for historic preservation and restoration. Certificates were
Liberty Hall

presented at the Friday night banquet during
the annual Summer Meeting of the Chapter
at the Grove Park Inn, Asheville, on August
6.

Liberty Hall,

the Kenan mansion

in

Kenansville, was opened as a museum for

public exhibition of the building and antique

furnishings. The Kenan family donated the
property to the Duplin County Boards of
Education and Comm issioners who re-

more coverage to your profession and
its practitioners than any other newspaper in the state. But we certainly
as

stored the early 1 9th centu ry structu re. Leslie
N. Boney, Architect, of Wilmington, was the
resto rati o n arch itect.

you can improve the effort You make
to get your story across to the public.

been restored as an exhibition home in the

can improve our coverage iust

The Stevenson House, New Bern,

Tryon Palace Complex. Regarded as an
outstand ing exam ple of early 1 gth centu ry
coastal carolina architecture, the restoration architect was Willlam G. Perry of Perry,
Dean and Stewart, Boston, Mass. Nomina-

This is a challenge for us both, and

thus an opportunity. "Men able to use

their opportunity." They made the
difference in ancient Greece. They
could make the difference in modern
America. lt's up to us. There's no one
else.

tor of the project was Miss Gertrude CarraStevenson House

sAtt080. G0t0s80B0.

NORTH CAROLINA ARCHITECT

has

ouRHAM, IIoFTH CAEoLltA

way, Director, Tryon Palace

Commission'

INCIDENTALLY

Higq$8,?I,L?#,}-[g*ern
any building

H. samuel Kruse, FA|A, Miami, Florida, National
Advisory committee consultant; Dr. Dean colvard,
chancellor, uNc-charrotte; Dr. Bonnie E. cone,
Vice-Chancellor, UNC-Charlotte; James E. Am_
brose, Associate Professor of Architecture, University of wisconsin at Milwaukee; Robert G. Anderson, AlA, Dean, college of Architecture, uNCcharlotte, were among a group of distinguished
educators and arch itects who met recenily in
charlotte to discuss the curriculum for the new
coflege of Architecture at uNc-charfotte. Also
participating in the consultants' conference was
Richard D. Berry, Associate Professor of Architecture and Planning, University of Southern California, and members of the North carolina chapter
AIA Advisory committee to the new college of
Architecture: Lesf ie N. Boney, Jr., FAIA, Robert L.
clemmer, FAIA, wifriam F. Freemdfl, AIA, Richard
L. Rice, AlA, J. Norman pease, Jr., FAIA, B. Atwood
skinner, Jr., AIA, Macon s. smith, AlA, and A. G.
Odell, Jr., FAIA.
The Winston-Salem Arts Council presented its
award for distinguished service this year to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael D. Newman. lt is the first time the
award has been given to more than one person
since the council began presenting the award in
1950. Newmdh, a partner in the firm of Lashmit,
Brown and pollock, is also president of the
winston-salem council of Architects and was
Chairman of the Winter Convention of NCAIA held
in Winston-Salem in February. He is a past president of the Winston-Saf em Arts and Crafts Association and the Gallery of Contempo rary Art and a
past director of the Piedmont Craftsmen. His wife,
Margaret, has worked with the children's Theater
Board, the winston-salem symphony Guild and
has been a trustee of the Arts councif .
Cf ark Walter, Hon orarY Member of the North
Carolina chapter AlA, died at his home in New Jersey
on May 7th. M r. walter was the grandson of
Thomas Ustick walter, a founder and second president of The American Institute of Architects. A
note from George w. wafter states "Even though
my Dad was not an architect, nevertheless ne
valued and enjoyed his affiliation with your
Chapter".

Choose

hatham

Check the many good rea-

sons why Chatham B rick
qualifies as the first choice of

Fany architectg, contractors and other building specialists
for various kinds of construction. Tell -"u*tih;6il;;"
have in mind and let us show samples
"r ofl
Uiiif.
that will best suit your plans oi ttraf Chatftaft"
;;t;iul "v"u

-

new ideas.

hatham Srick
Telephone SANFORD, N. C.
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AND TILE COMPANY
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Factory Representative Avaitabte
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Greensbo-, N.t . 27407
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DRAFTING AND SURVEYING SUPPLIES
OZALID MACHINES AND MATERIALS
PHOTOGRAPHIC POLYESTER MATTE FILM
DRAWING REDUCTION & PRINTING
KODAGRAPH AUTO POSITIVE
..SCISSORS''
DRAFTING TECHNIQUES
CUSTOM PRINTED TRACING PAPER, FILM & CLOTH
CUSTOM PRINTED "STICK ON,,DECALS
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p. o. Box 1935
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CHARLOTTE, N. C. 704/994_9761
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Looking for o super surfoce?

Try Tartalr'

professional football, thoroughbred racing
. . . and scores of other applications. Call
"Mack" Mast, the Carolina Hampshire constructioneer, nt (7O4) 249-0910. He'll fill you
in, pronto !

HAMPSHIRE,INC.

General Offices: Baltimore, Md.
'59 years of doing it better"

Acoustics, Inc
AndCO ............

No other sports-recreation finish does so
much, for so long, for so little. 3M Brand
"Tartan" is a veteran of World Olympics,

JOHN H.
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HELPI Pitt Technical Institute needs an Instructor
to teach Architectural Drafting, Statistics, Materials and Methods, and other related courses,
salary is open. Applicants may write Mr. John
Guy, Director of Faculty, Pitt Technical Institute,
Greenville, N. C., and enclose a brief resume.

Giant'Mix is the choice
of Architects, Buitders,
and Masonry Contractors
simply for its workability, convenience, uniformity,
balance of desirable properties of mortar,
and the end results the industry has come to
expect as a matter of course
over the years.

Write for your free coPY
of the booklet "How to
Specify GIANT-MIX."
Confonns to the new,
uniform system for
specifications.

GIANT PORTLAND CEMENI. COIvIPANY
P. O. BOX 5907, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
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Ageless Architecture through Brick Beauty
Architects & Engineers:
fhonras I'. Heritage & Associates
Ceneral Clontntctor:

Man,in Il. Snrith trlenrentarr. School
Burlington, N. C.
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Van f'horntrs Clontractor, Inc.
NI asonr)' Contractrlr:
John Joy'ce N,la"^onr1'
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